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ABSTRACT 

Today we have a lot of programming languages that can realize our needs, but themost important is by using Python 

for this purpose, because it is a programming language that has neatlyorganized syntax and powerful tools to solve 

any task. Moreover it is very close to simple maththinking. Python is chosen as a primary programming language 

for freshers. Writing code in python is easy. Firstly, this paper proposes advantages of Python language in relation 

to C++ and JAVA. When we speak of Python we often mean not just the language but also the implementation. 

Python is actually a specification for a language that can be implemented in many different ways.An 

"implementation" of Python should be taken to mean a program or environment which provides support for the 

execution of programs written in the Python language, as represented by the CPython reference implementation. 

There have been and are several distinct software packages providing of what we all recognize as Python, although 

some of those are more like distributions or variants of some existing implementation than a completely new 

implementation of the language. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

Python programming language is most suitable as a first language to learn for newbie programmers,because it has 

powerful tools that reflect the way people think and the way they implement the code.[1] Moreover it minimizes 

extra keywords that are necessary to write syntactically correct program.This approach seems to be more productive 

than teaching C++ or Java languages, which have a lot ofterms and elements that are related to the specifics of a 

language rather than to an algorithmrealization. Today, for a computer scientist, it is important to learn at least one 

programming language, becauseall innovations and technologies are based on thorough understanding of computers, 

operating system,software API or some hardware peripherals. All of which are created by programmers that use 

specificway of thinking. And to gain that way of thinking, one has to get used to one of the programminglanguages 

and become qualified in software development.[6].For any person, who starts to learn programming, it is important 

to concentrate on programmingconcepts rather than on language specifics, because they may be different for various 

programminglanguages. But Python provides the highest level of programming. So the student does not have tothink 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/python/
https://wiki.python.org/moin/CPython
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about memory management, which is unavoidable in C++, or class hierarchy, that is unavoidablein Java, or variable 

types and declarations, that exist in almost each programming language. 

 

Nowadays a huge amount of programming languages is available, so an often raised question is, which is the best 

programming language is for teaching programming fundamentals for all students in secondary schools. The current 

trend shows that more and more universities choose the Python language for teaching basic programming courses. 

Python is a suitable language for both learning and real world programming. Python is a powerful high-level, object-

oriented programming language created by Guido van Rossum. In this paper we first introduce you to the python 

programming characteristics and features. This paper also discusses about the reasons behind python being credited 

as the most fastest growing programming language in the recent times supported by research done over the articles 

procured from various magazines and popular websites. This paper features about the characteristics and most 

important features of python language, the types of programming supported by python and its users and its 

applications[2]. Python is open source, interpreted, high level language and provides great approach for object-

oriented programming. It is one of the best language used by data scientist for various data science 

projects/application. Python provide great functionality to deal with mathematics, statistics and scientific function. It 

provides great libraries to deals with data science application.One of the main reasons why Python is widely used in 

the scientific and research communities is because of its ease of use and simple syntax which makes it easy to adapt 

for people who do not have an engineering background. It is also more suited for quick prototyping.In terms of 

application areas, ML scientists prefer Python as well. When it comes to areas like building fraud detection 

algorithms and network security, developers leaned towards Java, while for applications like natural language 

processing (NLP) and sentiment analysis, developers opted for Python, because it provides large collection of 

libraries that help to solve complex business problem easily, build strong system and data application. 

Following are some useful features of Python language: 

 It uses the elegant syntax, hence the programs are easier to read. 

 It is a simple to access language, which makes it easy to achieve the program working. 

 The large standard library and community support. 

 The interactive mode of Python makes its simple to test codes. 

 In Python, it is also simple to extend the code by appending new modules that are implemented in other 

compiled language like C++ or C. 

 Python is an expressive language which is possible to embed into applications to offer a programmable 

interface. 

 Allows developer to run the code anywhere, including Windows, Mac OS X, UNIX, and Linux. 
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 It is free software in a couple of categories. It does not cost anything to use or download Pythons or to add 

it to the application. 

Python's status as the fastest-growing programming language is being fueled by a sharp uptick in its use for data 

science. The link has been established by a new analysis by Stack Overflow, the Q&A hub that is home to the 

world's largest online developer community."But the share of Python developers who are visiting data science 

technologies is growing very rapidly. This suggests that Python's popularity in data science and machine learning is 

probably the main driver of its fast growth"[7]. The overriding interest among Python developers in data science is 

reinforced by other data. Among the Python-tagged questions, the fastest growing tag is related to pandas, a data 

analytics software library for Python. Only introduced in 2011, it now accounts for almost 1% of Stack Overflow 

question views. However, the second most visited tag by Python visitors is JavaScript, likely reflecting the healthy 

use of Python by web developers. 

The Python programming language was created by Guido Van Rossum in 1989. It is an interpreter programming 

language developed as an open source project. Python supports object-oriented programming, procedural and also 

functional programming. It is a cross-platform language, which means that programs written in Python run under 

many operating systems including Microsoft Windows, Linux and Unix systems like Mac OS X, with almost 

complete support of the standard and third-party libraries, by simply copying the source code of the program.  

Attractive features of the language Python are the easy readability of the code, its clean syntax and that it is more 

intuitive than the other languages. The only disadvantage, as the respondent believes, is that the types of variables 

are not declared, and the type of the value can change during runtime. The ideal programming language should have 

the following features:  

 Routing – for the student to have an idea of the program he writes  

 Error notification  

 Libraries – a set of libraries that are not mandatory to use  

 Develops critical thinking – finding an optimal solution for the problem  

 Graphics – motivation for the pupils  

 Examples having a natural context – interactive games, not pure math  

 A language close to practice  

 Gradual uncovering of the curriculum (language options – the degree of abstraction)  
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 Examples with mathematical context  

 Definition of the variables in an another part of the code  

 Lot of code needed to make the program do something meaningful  

 License for development environment  

 Untyped variables  

 Complicated environment  

 

1.1   MachineCode 

Machine code is set of instructions that directly gets executed by the CPU. Each instruction performs a very unique 

task, such as load or an logical operation on data in CPU memory. Almost all the high level languages such as C 

translate the source code into executable machine code with the help of Compilers, loaders and linkers. Every 

processor or processor family has its own machine code instruction set (Figure 01). 

 

 

Figure 01 : Block Diagram of Machine Code 

 

1.2  Byte Code 

Bytecode is also binary representation executed by virtual machine (not by CPU directly). The virtual machine 

(which is written different for different machines) converts binary instruction into a specific machine instruction. 
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One of the language that uses the concept of Bytecode is Java (Figure 02). 

 

Figure 02 : Block Diagram of Byte Code 

 

Machine Code is much faster as compared to Bytecode but Bytecode is portable and secure as compared to Machine 

Code. 

 

2.  IMPLEMENTATIONS OF PYTHON 

2.1 Cpython  

The default implementation of the Python programming language is Cpython. As the name suggests Cpython is 

written in C language. Cpython compiles the python source code into intermediate bytecode, which is executed by 

the Cpython virtual machine. CPython is distributed with a large standard library written in a mixture of C and 

Python. CPython provides the highest level of compatibility with Python packages and C extension modules. All 

versions of the Python language are implemented in C because CPython is the reference implementation. 

Some of the implementations which are based on CPython runtime core but with extended behavior or features in 

some aspects are Stackless Python, wpython, MicroPython[7]. 

Stackless Python – CPython with an emphasis on concurrency using tasklets and channels (used by dspython for the 

Nintendo DS)There are some other implementations of the Python language too.The only implementations that are 

known to be compatible with a given version of the language are IronPython, Jython and PyPy. 

2.2  Jython 
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Jython is an implementation of the Python programming language that can run on the Java platform. Jython 

programs use Java classes instead of Python modules .Jython compiles into Java byte code, which can then be run 

by Java virtual machine. Jython enables the use of Java class library functions from the Python program. Jython is 

slow as compared to Cpython and lacks compatibility with CPython libraries (Figure 03). 

 

Figure 03 : Block Diagram of Jython 

 

2.3 IronPython 

A Python implementation written in C# targeting Microsoft‟s .NET framework. Similar to Jython, it uses .Net 

Virtual Machine i.e Common Language Runtime. IronPython can use the .NET Framework and Python libraries, 

and other .NET languages can use Python code very efficiently. IronPython performs better in Python programs that 

use threads or multiple cores, as it has a JIT, and also because it doesn‟t have the Global Interpreter Lock. 

2.4 PyPy 

Python is dynamic programming language. Python is said to be slow as the default CPython implementation 

compiles the python source code in bytecode which is slow as compared to machine code(native code). PyPy is an 

implementation of the Python programming language written in Python. The Interpreter is written in RPython (a 

subset of Python). 
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Figure 04 : Block Diagram of PyPy 

 

PyPy uses (just-in-time compilation). In simple terms JIT uses compilation methods to make interpreter system 

more efficient and fast. So basically JIT makes it possible to compile the source code into native machine code 

which makes it very fast. PyPy also comes with default with support for stackless mode, providing micro-threads for 

massive concurrency (Figure 04). Python is said to be approximately 7.5 times faster than Cpython.Some other 

Implementations of Python are CLPython, Pyston, Psyco, Cython, IPython. 

The selection of the first programming language is very important in terms of obtaining the correct programming 

habits by pupils as well as the acquirement of appropriate algorithms. The first programming language will affect 

the success of students in using and creating algorithms and proposing solutions to problems. The national education 

curriculum includes the thematic field Procedures, problem solving, algorithmic thinking[6]. The standard content of 

the course in this field includes in addition to algorithms, also problem analysis and program debugging, also 

programming language features like syntax, program execution and logical errors. According to the standards of 

performance, pupils should be able to solve problems using algorithms and be able to write them using the 

commands of the programming language.  

Many experts compare and evaluate programming languages in their works.: 

1) directness or linearity – easy to code without the need for terms and structures that the user does not know yet. 

2) transparency – easy readability of the code, even for someone who can program but does not know the language.  

3) resistance – detect errors when executing the program, easy debugging. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just-in-time_compilation
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4) abstraction – to choose the level of abstraction by the pupils‟ skills. 

5) development environment– quality development environment corresponding to the complexity of the educational 

curriculum.  

6) history of language and practicality– it is good if the language in which programming is taught is used in practice 

in the world and is close to the other languages to facilitate subsequent learning of other programming languages. 

7) continuity – it is worth to continue the programming language they encountered in primary school, and also to 

take in account that many students will meet with other languages in their further studies. 

8) availability – licenses, development environment should be available for free to all pupils on all commonly used 

devices and operating systems. 

 

3.  ADVANTAGES 

The easiest thing in Python is to write “Hello World” program. Most programming languages requirewriting a lot of 

specific methods, or functions, class or program declarations, etc. But Python givesability to start programming 

without those requirements.Python is interpreted language, so with the use of command-line interpreter student can 

easilycheck how operators or functions work. [1] Python interpreter has built-in help module, which cansignificantly 

improve the process of understanding of different aspects of language.In order to understand programming 

languages, freshmen (students which have no experience inprogramming) need to learn how to think like computer 

scientist, and that requires a great effort and acomplete shift in their paradigm of thinking. [5] Implementation of 

Python code is easy enough, sothat a person who passed a course of elementary mathematics will find such tools as 

„variables‟ and„functions‟ easy-to-use. 

Whenever a programmer needs a prototype of software, Python, with its rich library, can be used.[3] Then the 

software may be rewritten in lower language if needed. Advantages of Python aresignificant, so using it as primary 

language to learn programming can highly affect the speed oflearning computer science in general. 

Python do not have security attributes (like: public/private/protected), so the program become simplerand shorted, 

more strict and understandable. Also Python is very dynamic so fields/attributes can becreated on the fly, which 

cannot be done in JAVA or in C++. Polymorphism is nature of Pythonfunctions and class methods, unlike C++ with 

its virtual or non-virtual functions. Operator overloadinggives extra power for Python objects, because it can be used 

for any natural expression, unlikeJAVA‟s restricted syntax. 

Programming indentation in Python plays a great role in program structure, because of that anyprogram written in 

Python is easily read and understood. But in the case of JAVA or C++ everystudent is trying to make his\her 

program shorter, fitting it in one line, or trying to write everystatement with same indentation, which makes the 

program difficult to be read and understood notonly for the teacher but for the student himself.Python includes 

wonderful algorithms in its native libraries. [4] So the student does not need tounderstand long arithmetic to make 
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huge calculations. It already exists in native long data type inPython. There are good tools to sort, find, slice, and 

join any sequence of data. Sometimes they maynot be so effective, like those which are written in C++ for a specific 

purpose. But for the beginners itis not the primary priority. 

Python has its specific way to store and use variables, so the programmer no longer needs to definetypes of the 

variables, they will be defined by the values that variables store. Of course it is importantto know how different 

types of variables are stored in memory, this can be discussed in lectures, butfor the practice it is easier to skip the 

information about data types.Also Python has adaptive and intuitive set of keywords and commands that 

impressively helpstudents to learn programming. 

 

4.  CONCLUSION  

In the conclusion, we would like to say that the initial understanding of programming is essentialfor a computer 

scientist. And because of complexities of advanced programming languages it appearsthat learning them is not so 

easy. First programming language imprints students‟ understanding anddesire to learn programming and computer 

science in whole. So it is important to apply precise andadequate strategy to the process of learning the 

language.Today some of leading universities either use Python to teach introduction to programming to theirstudents 

or develop and teach their own simple compiler that can be easily understood by students. [2]As a result we can say 

that students understand programming well with the use of Python. Theyhave command line tool which allows them 

to test their theories immediately. Moreover there is a verygood help tool in interpreter which always reminds about 

the structure of specific classes.  
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